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ENDORSEMENT :

Basses (USA)
Porcupine Tree, Steven Wilson, Devin Townsend, Living Color, Cannibal 
Corpse, Suicidal Tendencies, Five Finger Death Punch, Nickelback, ...

Acoustic guitars (SK)

jeanmichelregoin.com

Carried away by an inextinguishable desire for genre 
exploration, SHUFFLE interpret sound with passion and 
ingenuity and speak a powerful and innovative musical 
language. After a first album with inspirations that are 
as diverse as they are specific («  Upon The Hill  », 2015), 
the band move forward, creating a musical genre that 
captures the sweet and burning flavors of rock, metal 
or hip-hop, all the while maintaining their authenticity.

After some 200 concerts in France and abroad, including 
support for Tricky, Dirty Loops, Lonely The Brave, Shvpes, 
and many encounters with a growing audience fascinated 
by the experience, SHUFFLE’s sound never fails to 
impress as they venture off the beaten track to combine 
performance and precision in a raucous and exciting torrent 
of sound. With their second album «  #WontTheyFade?  » 
planned for November 2018, the band capture styles 
and harmonic languages and impose their vision of 
movement and turmoil: bright, bubbling and inexhaustible.
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Upon The Hill
---

#1 album
23 mar. 2015

M&O Music / Rue Stendhal / believe
http://bit.ly/listenUTH

#WontTheyFade?
---

#2 album
23 nov. 2018

Klonosphere / Season of Mist 
http://bit.ly/listenWTF

DISCOGRAPHY

http://bit.ly/listenUTH
http://bit.ly/listenWTF


ECLIPSED (DE) #207 - FEB 2019 W-FENEC (FR) #36 - FEB 2019

METAL OBS' (FR) #86 - JAN/FEB 2019 INHARD (DE) #103 JAN 2019

MYROCK (FR) #56 - DEC 2018 ROCK TRIBUNE (BE) #180 - JAN/FEB 2019
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HARDROCK (FR) 2015LEGACY (DE) 2018

SLAM (DE) 2018 MYROCK (FR) 2015 TVROCKLIVE (FR) 2015

UNITED ROCK NATIONS (EN/FR) 2015

GUINESS ROCK MAG (FR) 2015LE PARISIEN (FR) 2015W-FENEC (FR) 2018 VISIONS (DE) 2018
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FRENCH-METAL.COM (FR)
16/20 - "This second album (after Upon The Hill in 2015) opens new 
paths for Shuffle: a much more progressive and tasty experimentation [...] 
#WontTheyFade? sounds atypical and therefore very personal. The album is 
not to be listened to, it is to be experienced."

PAVILLON666 (FR)
9/10 - "A very beautiful moment of music and inspiration, my latest musical 
crush, to relay to the whole world."

ECLIPSED (DE)
7/10 - "The band from Le Mans plays wonderful tricky progressive reminding 
at Steven Wilson"

LABORATORIUM MUZYCZNYCH FUZJI (PL)
7/10 - “The French have recorded elements on which to build a long and 
successful career.”

MUSIKREVIEWS.DE (DE)
11/15 - "SHUFFLE finally shows with his second album that as stylistic 
chameleons, they are part of the hopes of the French rock scene. All that's 
missing now is a single hit that attracts people's attention."

METAL OBS' MAGAZINE (FR)
“The album is full of groove and unstoppable melodies. We can also detect, 
with careful listening, some small sound treasures."

BETREUTES PROGGEN (DE)
"The guys are great songwriters. Alone, Wintertide, the highlight of the 
album, is one of the best songs of the year. Be sure to listen to it yourself!"

ALBACORE WEBZINE (FR)
"Shuffle is simply for everyone"

NEOPROG.EU (FR)
"Yet, when we look at what's happening in France, we discover jewels like Shuffle."

ROCK4SPAIN.COM (ES)
"The French and extraterrestrial Shuffle take us to the Cosmos with their 
second album, #WontTheyFade? The truth is that it will not leave anyone 
indifferent, as they move through so many galaxies that it is impossible not to 
be impressed with any of them."

LUPUS UNLEASHED (PL)
“Shuffle's second album is certainly a remarkable release, solidly produced 
and has a lot to offer in terms of sound.“

ROCKMADEINFRANCE.COM (FR)
"Shuffle hardens the tone with their second album [...] We went from heavy 
to brutal."

W-FENEC (FR)
"It's heavy, well-structured, harmonious and the arrangements wrap it all 
up. [...] At the crossroads of many goods, Shuffle continue their melange, 
achieving a difficult amalgam with talent."

VISIONS (DE)
"Here, Riverside-style melodies meet hard riffs and crossover experiments."

AMONGTHELIVING.FR (FR)
"#WontTheyFade? feels the maturity of a conscientious band.  I was once 
again charmed by the resolutely prog approach like THE INTERSPHERE, but 
with their trademark right there. #WontTheyFade? is a very good disk that will 
find its place in any good prog fan collection, but not only."

METALFRANCE.NET (FR)
"It's a bit like PORCUPINE TREE meeting RAGE AGAINST THE MACHINE! [...] 
This band is an ambience creator, let's say it in the houses."

MUSICWAVES.FR (FR)
"Shuffle delivers music that is either mind-blowing or aggressive and does 
not bother with expectations and rules."

NAWAKPOSSE.COM (FR)
"#WontTheyFade? knows how to carry us by its atmospheres, as well as how 
to rock us by its strength never far away."

DARKENTRIES.BE (BE)
"All this makes this ‘#WontTheyFade?' a versatile album with lots of good 
ideas, […] Shuffle is a band with a lot of qualities"

THE PIT OF THE DAMNED (IT)
"This metal youngster quintet releases another raw diamond: 
‘#WontTheyFade?'. Everybody would initially spot this band somewhere in 
the USA [...] Shuffle is a wonderful reality made of young hungry guys ready 
to slap your face [...] I’m already checking if they’re planning a gig in Italy!"

DISKORYXEION (GR)
"The French, with "#WontTheyFade?" have created a solid and decisive base 
for the future."

MAŁY LEKSYKON WIELKICH ZESPOŁÓW (PL) 
"Shuffle members have such a clever game that we can easily talk about their 
own personal style."

EKLEKTIK (FR) 
"« Spoil The Ground » starts off quite smoothly even though the guitar 
playing is rather technical, orienting itself quite close to a GOJIRA. […] 
#WontTheyFade? is ultimately an ambitious album, combining calm and 
storm while preserving a unique atmospheric aura."

ROCKPORTAAL.NL (NL)
"It is obvious that this album is very well built, with enough variations and 
superb compositions."

#WONTTHeYFADe? ReVIeWS



Faded Chalk Lines
Directed by brice Hincker - 2018
https://youtu.be/GlCzQva8LSc

Switch To The Otherside
Directed by brice Hincker - 2018
https://youtu.be/IQ84H4U9K_A

Mr broom
Directed by Nael Adams - 2016

https://youtu.be/Ipf68F-k_uA

Withdrawal
Directed by Nael Adams - 2016
https://youtu.be/by2v7zII0QY

Aired on French TV :
 MTV, D17 & MCM

VIDEO PREMIERE ON: 
Legacy (DE), Metalorgie (FR), Impatto Sonoro (IT), Ultraje (PT), Rock4Spain 

(ES), Rocking (GR), Power of Metal (DK), KVLT (PL) & Groundcast (BR)

MUSIC VIDeOS

https://youtu.be/GlCzQva8LSc
https://youtu.be/IQ84H4U9K_A
https://youtu.be/Ipf68F-k_uA
https://youtu.be/by2v7zII0QY
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S. Duarte

Interlude Photographique

#WontTheyFade? TOUR - PART 1 :
NOV 14 2018 @ PARIS - Les Étoiles - supporting Alex Clare
NOV 28 2018 @ CHOLeT (49) - Le bar'ouf - supporting  Klone
NOV 29 2018 @ ANGeRS (49) - IRL Games - supporting Klone
NOV 30 2018 @ SAVIGNY-Le-TeMPLe (77) - L'empreinte - supp. Klone
DeC 06 2018 @ PARIS - MYROCK Session (Release Party) w/ bukowski
JAN 24 2019 @ LeNS (62) - Théatre Le Colisée
JAN 25 2019 @ VIeRSeN (De) - Rockschicht (German Release Party)
JAN 26 2019 @ ZOTTeGeM (be) - De Foyer
MAR 09 2019 @ Le MANS (72) - La Fnac (Showcase acoustique)
MAR 16 2019 @ Le MANS (72) - Cultura (Showcase acoustique)
MAR 29 2019 @ NANTeS (44) - La Scène Michelet w/ Smash Hit Combo
MAR 30 2019 @ Le MANS (72) - L'Alambik (Release Party)
MAY 11 2019 @ NOGeNT-Le-ROTROU (28) - L'Arsenal w/ LizZard 
JUN 22 2019 @ VOUNeUIL-SOUS-bIARD (86) - Le Lavoir Électrique
AUG 31 2019 @ GeLDeRNSeIN (De) - Geldersein Festival
+ other upcoming shows

ON TOUR



- 20/07/18 @ Vinauxe-La-Grande - Festival Rockaldo's
- 29/06/18 @ Paris - La Boule Noire w/ Shvpes
- 09/06/18 @ Zottegem (BE) - Cafe Foyer
- 08/06/18 @ Arras (62) - La Forge 
- 03/05/18 @ Le Mans (72) - Les Saulnières
- 07/12/17 @ Rennes (35) - Festival Les Bars en Trans
- 09/11/17 @ Paris - La Boule Noire w/ The Raven Age 
- 02/09/17 @ Bad Oeynhausen (DE) - Kalletal Festival 
- 01/09/17 @ Dormagen (DE) - Zons Rockt Festival 
- 26/08/17 @ Connérré (72) - Festival Les Troubles Ville
- 21/04/17 @ Bourges - Le Printemps de Bourges (Pression Live)

German Headliner TOUR :
- 08/04/17 @ Dormagen (DE) - Tank Stelle 
- 07/04/17 @ Geislingen (DE) - Seemühle 
- 06/04/17 @ Regensburg (DE) - Alte Mälzerei 
- 01/04/17 @ Lünen (DE) - Das Greif 
- 31/03/17 @ Viersen (DE) - Rockschicht 
- 30/03/17 @ Germersheim (DE) - Königskeller 

- 24/11/16 @ Angoulême (16) - Hardpörk'n'fest
- 24/11/16 @ Fontenay-sous-Bois - Espace G. Philippe
- 28/10/16 @ Allonnes (72) - Salle Jean-Carmet
- 17/09/16 @ Paris - Le Bus Palladium 
- 20/08/16 @ Sougéal (35) - Festiv'Arts de Sougeal
- 30/07/16 @ Viersen (DE) - Eier Mit Speck Festival 
- 17/07/16 @ Porrentruy (CH) - Aero Festival 
- 16/07/16 @ Chamonix (74) - La Lucarne
- 15/07/16 @ Chambéry (73) - Le Brin de Zinc
- 17/06/16 @ Clisson (44) - Festival Hellfest (Pression Live)
- 16/06/16 @ Le Mans (72) - Les 24h du Mans
- 14/05/16 @ Paris - Le Pop Up w/ Lonely The Brave
- 27/04/16 @ Angers (49) - Salle Claude Chabrol
- 16/04/16 @ Bourges (18) Printemps de Bourges off

Support act for TRICKY :
- 10/04/16 @ Tourcoing (59) - Le Grand Mix
- 09/04/16 @ Paris - Le Trianon

- 17/03/16 @ Orléans (45) - Le Bouillon w/ The K
- 11/03/16 @ Caen (14) - Portobello Rock Club
- 21/02/16 @ Paris - La Boule Noire w/ Jane Getter Premonition
- 13/02/16 @ Clamart (92) - Conservatoire H. Dutilleux
- 05/02/16 @ Lille (59) - El Diablo
- 29/01/16 @ Le Mans (72) - Antares
- 22/01/16 @ Ivry-Sur-Seine (94) - Le Hangar (live @ La Grosse Radio)

Russian TOUR :
- 04/12/15 @ Ulyanovsk - Killfish Bar
- 05/12/15 @ Syzran - Club house
- 06/12/15 @ Ufa - Rock' Cafe
- 07/12/15 @ Magnitogorsk - Gibson bar
- 08/12/15 @ Chelyabinsk - Ozz club
- 09/12/15 @ Tyumen - Rocketa club
- 10/12/15 @ Perm - Iskander club
- 11/15/15 @ Glazov - HardMachine Club
- 13/12/15 @ Syktyvkar - Mayakovsky club
- 15/12/15 @ Arkhangelsk - Koleso club
- 16/12/15 @ Moscow - Muse club 

Support act for THE INTERSPHERE (DE) & VDELLI (AUS) :
- 15/10/15 @ Germersheim - Königskeller
- 16/10/15 @ Reulingen - Kulturzentrum Franz K
- 17/10/15 @ Wiesbaden - Schlachthof
- 22/10/15 @ Mitlenberg - Beavers
- 23/10/15 @ Viersen - Rockschicht

- 21/02/15 @ Dreux (28) - Centre Culturel des Bâtes
- 13/03/15 @ Paris - Gibus Café
- 03/04/15 @ Le Mans (72) - Showcase Ouest-France
- 04/04/15 @ Le Mans (72) - L’Alambik MJC Ronceray
- 17/04/15 @ Angers (49) - Le Colisée
- 28/05/15 @ Rennes (35) - Le Mondo Bizarro
- 30/05/15 @ Le Mans (72) - L’Oasis
- 04/06/15 @ Nantes (44) - Le Ferrailleur
- 13/06/15 @ Bordeaux (33) - I-Boat

PAST SHOWS


